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About This Game

Arcane Sorcery is a 4x strategy game. You are a sorcerer king. Cast powerful spells from afar from one of 4 spell books. Train
units and build your economy.

High strategy on a campaign map as well in turn base battles.

Challenging AI that does not get buffs in all but the hardest difficulty.
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All in all, another attempt to clone a cult classic Master of Magic from 1994 iirc.
Not bad generally - but sadly lacking in content. :( The old game had more than 10 races and 5 paths of magic which could also
be combined, plus additional perks for your sorcerer king, such as Warlord, Diplomat, mastery in specific magic area, special
start, etc. Another game in the same vein - Dominions - had about 10 races from the start (and now has close to 50 - played
differently!), with 8 paths * 8 schools of magic. This game has 3 races and 4 magic paths (uncombinable). Where are my orks?!
;)
At least, during my playthrough there were no glaring bugs, plus it's cheap. But with current content it's a game which will grow
stale in a month for a casual player. Can't recommend it, sorry.
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